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CORRECTION

Correction: Feasibility of using a handheld 
ultrasound device to detect and characterize 
shunt and deep vein thrombosis in patients 
with COVID-19: an observational study
Rajkumar Rajendram1,2*†  , Arif Hussain3†, Naveed Mahmood1,2 and Mubashar Kharal1,2 

Correction: Ultrasound J (2020) 12:49  
https://doi.org/10.1186/s13089-020-00197-0

After publication of this article [1], the authors reported 
that in this article the affiliation details of affiliations 1 
and 3 were incorrectly given as ’King Abdulaziz Inter-
national Medical Research Center’ but should have been 
’King Abdullah International Medical Research Center’.

The original article [1] has been corrected.
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